Abstract. Let (Xn) be a Markov chain on a standard borelian space X. Any stopping time τ such that Exτ is finite for all x ∈ X induces a Markov chain in X. In this article, we show that there is a bijection between the invariant measures for the original chain and for the induced one.
Introduction
For a standard Borelian space X, let θ be the shift on X N . Let (X n ) be a Markov chain on X. We define a Markov operator on X setting, for a borelian function f , P f (x) = E[f (X 1 )|X 0 = x] = E x f (X 1 ) = f (X 1 )dP x ((X n )).
Given a stopping time τ such that for any x ∈ X, P x (τ < ∞) = 1, we can study the Markov chain (X τ n ) n∈N where τ n is defined by τ 0 ((X n )) = 0 τ k+1 ((X n )) = τ k ((X n )) + τ (θ τ k ((Xn)) (X n ))
We call (X τ n ) the induced Markov chain and we note Q the Markov operator associated to it, that is, for a borelian function g on X, Q(g)(x) = {τ <+∞} g(X τ )dP x ((X n ))
We define two operators on X by setting, for a borelian non negative function f and x ∈ X,
Rf (x) = {τ <+∞} f (X 0 ) + · · · + f (X τ −1 )dP x ((X n )) First, these operators allow us to prove the following lemma which is a gneralization of Kac's lemma for Markov chains.
Lemma (1.5). Let (X n ) be a Markov chain on a complete separable metric space X.
Let µ be a finite P −invariant measure on X and τ a θ−compatible stopping time (see definition 1.1) such that for µ-a.e x ∈ X, lim n→+∞ P x (τ n) = 0.
For any non negative borelian function f on X, we have
Actually, the operator R is implicitely defined (and studied) by many authors (see for instance [Kre85] , the end of §3.4, the sub paragraph called "Induced operators" where he even proves our generalization of Kac's lemma in the case of a stopping time which is the first return to some set) but this functional analytic point of view we developp allows us to deal with it easily and, using the operator S, we don't need the stopping time to be the first return to some set.
Moreover, it allows us to prove the following Corollary (1.10). Let (X n ) be a Markov chain on a complete separable metric space X and τ a θ−compatible stopping time (see definition 1.1) such that for any x ∈ X, E x τ is finite. Define P , Q, R and S as previously and assume that QR1 is bounded on X.
Then, S and R are reciproqual linear bijections between the P −invariant finite measures and the Q−invariant ones which preserve ergodicity.
For us, the aim is to prove the central limit theorem for which a standard technique is to find a solution of the "Poisson equation" g − P g = f for f in a certain Banach space.
Indeed, Maigret showed in [Mai78] that if the chain is positively Harris recurrent with unique invariant measure µ and f ∈ L 2 (X, µ) is such that there exist g ∈ L 2 (X, µ) with f = g − P g, then the CLT holds for f and µ−a.e starting point.
The first idea to solve this equation was to find a spectral gap in some nice space. In particular in L 2 (X, µ) where µ is an invariant measure. This is used by many authors (see for instance [Ros71] ).
An other idea, is to use a stopping time to induce a Markov chain whose study is easier. Glynn and Meyn, in [GM96] , used this to get the CLT for any starting point assuming the chain is irreducible and there exist a so called petite set (a set where the induced chain becomes iid). They used a stopping time which was the time of first return to the petite set to create a pseudo-atom (see [Num78] and [Che99] ) and find a solution to Poisson's equation.
This is this technique we study in section 2 and where we show how to find a solution for the Poisson's equation for the original chain when we can solve it for the induced one when there is what we call a "drift function" (see proposition 2.15 and remark 2.17). Actually, when the petite set is compact, one can prove that the induced operator is quasi-compact.
We then use this relations to prove a Law of large numbers for martingales (proposition 3.3) and that what Brown calls the Lindeberg condition in [Bro71] holds in lemma 3.4. This is a first step towards the central limit theorem and the law of the iterated logarithm for martingales as we see in corollary 3.5.
Finally,we use this technique to study the random walk on R + defined by
where (Y n ) is an iid sequence of law ρ ⊗N for a probability measure ρ having a quadratic moment and a negative drift and we will prove the following Proposition (4.5). Let ρ be a probability measure on R having a finite first moment and a negative drift λ = R ydρ(y). Then, the random walk on R + have a finite invariant probability measure µ. Moreover, for any α ∈ R + , if there is ε ∈ R + such that R |y| 2+α+ε dρ(y) is finite, then for any f ∈ F 1 uα and any x ∈ R + ,
Finally, if there is ε ∈ R + such that R |y| 4+α+ε dρ(y) then for any f ∈ E uα and any
converges to some σ 2 (f ) and if σ 2 (f ) = 0, then
1. Induced Markov chains 1.1. Definitions. Let (X n ) be a Markov chain on a standard Borel space X. We define a Markov operator on X setting, for a borelian function f and x ∈ X,
Given a stopping time τ , we can study the Markov chain (X τ n ) n∈N where τ n is defined by
where θ stands for the shift on X N .
We note Q the sub-Markov operator associated to (X τ n ), that is, for a borelian function g on X and x ∈ X,
If, for any x ∈ X, P x (τ is finite) = 1, then Q is a Markov operator.
Finally, we define two other operator on X setting, for a borelian non negative function f and x ∈ X,
Definition 1.1 (θ−compatible stopping times). We say that a stopping time τ is θ−compatible if for all x ∈ X, P x ({τ = 0}) = 0 and
Example 1.2. If τ is bounded (there exits M ∈ R such that for any x ∈ X and P x −a.e (X n ) ∈ X N , τ M ), then τ is not θ−compatible. In particular, for any stopping time τ and any n ∈ N, min(τ, n) is not θ−compatible. 
Moreover, τ n Y as we defined it coresponds to the time of n-th return to Y. For x ∈ X, we set u(x) = E x τ Y and we call Y strongly Harris-recurrent if u is finite on X. This imply in particular that for any x in X, τ Y is P x −a.e. finite.
Indeed for any borelian non negative function f and any x ∈ X, we have that
Note that P, Q, R, S, P − S, Q − S and R − I d are positive operators and so the computations we made make sense for any non negative borelian function f .
Next lemma generalizes those relations for any θ−compatible stopping time.
Proposition 1.4. Let τ be a θ−compatible stopping time such that for any x ∈ X, τ is P x −a.e. finite.
For any non negative borelian function f on X, we have :
Proof. Let f be a borelian non negative function on X and x ∈ X. Using the Markov property and τ being a θ−compatible stopping time, we have that for any n ∈ N ,
And so,
Moreover, as τ is θ−compatible,
Finally, for any n ∈ N ,
Lemma 1.5. Let µ be a finite P −invariant measure on X and τ a θ−compatible stopping time such that for µ-a.e x ∈ X, lim n→+∞ P x (τ n) = 0.
Proof. According to proposition 1.4, f + P Rf = Rf + SRf . So, if Rf ∈ L 1 (X, µ), as µ is P −invariant, we get the lemma. If f ∈ L 1 (X, µ), we will get the lemma by approximation.
First, we assume that f is bounded. In general, Rf ∈ L 1 (X, µ) so, we approximate it with a sequence of integrable functions.
More precisely, for n ∈ N , we note R n the operator defined like R but associated to the stopping time min(n, τ ) (which is not θ−compatible).
That is to say, for a borelian non negative function f and any x ∈ X,
As {min(τ, n) = 1} = {τ = 1} for n 2, the operator S associated to min(τ, n) does not depend on n for n 2.
As min(τ, n) is not θ−compatible, we can't use proposition 1.4, but we have for n 2, that
And, as f is bounded, for any x ∈ X, |R n f (x)| n f ∞ and so R n f is integrable since µ is a finite measure and,
and using the monotone convergence theorem, we get the expected result for borelian bounded functions. If f is not bounded and not negative, we take (f n ) to be an increasing sequence of bounded positive functions which converges to f and we get the expected result by monotone convergence. Example 1.6. If τ is the return time to some strongly Harris-recurrent set Y, then Sf (x) = P (f 1 Y )(x). Moreover for every P −invariant measure µ and every f ∈ L 1 (X, µ), such that Rf is µ−a.e. finite, X SRf dµ = Y Rf dµ.
In particular, with f = 1, we have that, Y Eτ dµ = µ(X). This is Kac's lemma for dynamical systems.
1.2. Application to the study of invariant measures. In this subsection, X is a complete separable metric space endowed with it's Borel tribe and "measure" stands for "borelian measure". We assume that there exist (at least) a P −invariant probability measure on X.
We also fix a θ−compatible stopping time τ such that for any x in X, E x τ is finite.
Lemma 1.7. Let µ be a finite non-zero P −invariant borelian measure on X. Then, S µ is a finite non-zero Q−invariant measure on X. Moreover, R S µ = µ and S µ is absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
Proof. First, for all non negative f ∈ B(X) and all x ∈ X, Sf (x) P f (x). So, Sf dµ P f dµ = f dµ since µ is P −invariant and f is bounded. And this proves that S µ is absolutely continuous with respect to µ. So, as Fubuni's theorem proves that it is σ−additive, S µ is a finite measure on X.
Moreover, we saw in lemma 1.5 that for all non negative borelian function f on X, SRf dµ = f dµ and this proves that R S µ = µ.
Then, we need to prove that S µ(X) > 0. But, for all x ∈ X,
And, as µ is P −invariant, taking the integral on both sides, we get that,
Finally, we use that for µ-a.e. x ∈ X, lim n P x (τ n) = 1 and the dominated convergence theorem, tells us that 0 < µ(X) lim nS µ(X), so S µ(X) > 0. Lemma 1.8. Let ν be a non-zero Q−invariant borelian measure on X. Then, R ν is a non zero P −invariant measure on X.
Moreover, S R ν = ν and ν is absolutely continuous with respect to R ν. Finally, if QR(1) is bounded on X, then R ν is a finite measure if and only if ν is.
Remark 1.9. The technical assumption QR1 bounded on X is reasonable. More specifically, using the same notations as in remark 1.3, we call Y linearily recurrent if sup y∈Y E y τ Y is finite.
In this case,
Proof. To prove that R µ is a measure, one just have to prove that it is σ−additive.
Let (A n ) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint borelian subsets of X and n ∈ N. As R is a linear operator, we have that R(1 ∪ n k=0 A k )dν = n k=0 R1 A k dν, thus, R ν is finitely additive. But, according to the monotone convergence theorem, the left side of this equation converges to R(1 ∪An )dν and this finishes the proof that R ν is σ−additive.
Moreover, for all non negative f ∈ B(X), f Rf , so ν(f ) ν(Rf ) and ν is absolutely continuous with respect to R ν and R ν(X) > 0.
Then, proposition 1.4 shows that for any positive borelian function f , Rf + Qf = f + RP f . Applying this to f = 1 A for some borelian set A, and taking the integral over ν, we get that
is infinite, the result still holds since in this case, R1 A dν = ν(A) = Q ν(A) = RP 1 A dν = +∞. Thus, for any borelian set A, R ν(A) = P R ν(A) that is to say, R ν is P −invariant.
As RS = Q and ν is Q−invariant, we directly have that S R ν = ν.
For the last point, assume that QR(1) is a bounded function on X. If R ν is finite, then so is ν since ν(X) R ν(X). Assume that ν is finite. Then according to Chacon-Ornstein's ergodic theorem (see chapter 3 theorem 3.4 in [Kre85] ), there exist a Q−invariant non negative borelian function g such that g dν = R1dν and for ν−almost every x ∈ X,
And, since QR is bounded on X and R1(x) = E x τ is finite, we get that g (x)
We saw in the previous lemmas that R ans S act on invariant measure. As they are linear operators and the set of invariant measures is convex, next proposition shows that they also preserve the ergodic measures (in some sense since they do not preserve probability measures). Corollary 1.10. Let (X n ) be a Markov chain on a complete separable metric space X and τ a θ−compatible stopping time such that for any x ∈ X, E x τ is finite. Define P , Q, R and S as previously and assume that QR1 is bounded on X.
Proof. We already saw in lemma 1.7 and 1.8 that S (resp R ) maps the P −invariant (resp. Q−invariant) finite non zero measures onto the Q−invariant (resp. P −invariant) ones and that they are reciproqual to each-other.
Thus, it remains to prove that the image by S or R of an ergodic measure still is ergodic. To do so, we use the linearity of S and R and that ergodic probability measures are extreme points of the set of invariant probability measures for a Markov chain in a complete separable metric space.
Let µ be a P −ergodic finite non zero measure. We assume without any loss of generality that µ is a probability measure. We saw in lemma 1.7 that S µ is a Q−invariant non zero finite measure.
Assume that S µ = S µ(X)(tν 1 + (1 − t)ν 2 ) where ν 1 and ν 2 are two Q−invariant probability measures and t ∈ [0, 1].
Then, we get that µ = R S µ = S µ(X)(tR ν 1 + (1 − t)R ν 2 ). But µ is ergodic, so
And applyting S again, we obtain that ν 1 = ν 2 , hence, S µ is Q−ergodic.
The same proof holds to show that if ν is Q−ergodic, then R ν is P −ergodic.
Drift functions
In this part, (X n ) is a Markov chain on complete separable metric space X and τ is a θ−compatible stopping time such that for any x ∈ X, E x τ is finite.
We are going to study functions that we call "Drift functions" and that allow us to control the Markov chain. These functions are implictely defined by many authors and our main reference for their study is the book of Meyne and Tweedie [MT93] . We introduce a functional analysis point of view that will allow us to exactly link the original operator and the induced one.
Definition 2.1 (Drift functions). We call drift function any borelian function u : X → [1, +∞[ such that u−P u is bounded from below and Qu, Eτ u and P (u−P u+B) u−P u+B are bounded on X where B = sup X P u − u + 1.
We will explain the techniqual assumptions of this definition in remark 2.13 after some other definitions.
Remark 2.2. We assumed, in the definition of drift functions, that they are finite on X. It is convenient since it avoids things like "a point x such that u(x) is finite" or "a measure µ such that µ({u is finite}) > 0" however, sometimes, there is a natural function u which is not finite on X and we may not want to work with the (standard Borelian) space {x; u(x) is finite}.
Definition 2.3 ((ϕ, τ )−reccurence). Let τ be a stopping time and ϕ be an increasing function ϕ : N → R + such that ϕ(1) = 1, E x ϕ(τ ) is finite for all x ∈ X and lim inf 1 n ϕ(n) = 0 (the last assumption is equivalent to saying there exist C ∈ R + such that for any n in N , ϕ(n) Cn therefore, Eτ
We say that a borelian subset Y of X is (ϕ, τ )−recurrent if for all x in X, P x (X τ ∈ Y) = 1 and sup
Proof. Let b ϕ = 1 + sup y∈Y E y ϕ(τ ). We note u ϕ , the function u ϕ (x) = E x ϕ(τ ) and we define R and S as in §1.
since ϕ is non decreasing. Hence, 1 u ϕ − P u ϕ + b ϕ and u ϕ is a drift function.
Definition 2.5. With the same notations as in the previous definition, if ϕ(n) = n (resp. ϕ(n) = n 2 , ϕ(n) = a 1−n for some a ∈]0, 1[), we say that Y is linearly (resp. quadratically, exponentially) reccurent and that u ϕ is a linear (resp. quadratic, exponential) drift function. If there can be no confusion on the stopping time, we simply say that Y is ϕ−recurrent. 
This clearly is a vectorial space and we endow it with a norm, setting, for f ∈ F p v (X),
Thus, F p v (X) is a Banach space which countains borelian bounded functions on X.
Remark 2.7. The use of this space is that, when v is a drift function, we are be able to deal with functions in F 
[ is a borelian function such that P u − u is bounded from above, we note B u = sup P u − u + 1 and we clearly have that 1 u − P u + B u .
Morover, if B B u , we get that 1 u−P u+B u u−P u+B (1+B )(u−P u+B u ). Therefore, F We note B u = sup P u − u + 1 and we set, for p ∈ [1, +∞[, E p u (X) = F p u−P u+Bu (X). Lemma 2.10. Let u be a drift function. The three following assertions are equivalent :
• The spaces F 1 u and E 1 u are isomorphic • There is a ∈ [0, 1[ and b ∈ R such that P u au + b • u ∈ E 1 u Proof. That the first and the third assertions are equivalent follows from remark 2.8.
Moreover, if there is a ∈ [0, 1[ and b ∈ R such that P u au + b, then (1 − a)u u − P u + b and so, u ∈ E 1 u . In the same way, if u ∈ E 1 u , then write u u E 1 u (u − P u + B u ) and this means, since
which finishes the proof. Actually, we also proves that if u ∈ E 1 u and u E 1 u 1, then P u is bounded.
From now on, we fix a drift function u (we assume that one exists).
Remark 2.11. To simplify the lecture of this section, the reader may think of u as being an exponential drift function and thus, forget about the difference between E 1 u and F 1 u . He may also fix p = 1.
Lemma 2.12. The operator R is continuous from E 1 u (X) to F 1 u (X).
Proof. Let f ∈ E 1 u (X) and x ∈ X, R is a positive operator, so
But proposition 1.4 shows that if Ru(x) is finite, then R(u − P u)(x) = u(x) − Qu(x) (because u and Qu are assumed to be finite on X). We are going to prove that this relation holds even if Ru(x) is not finite. This will be enough to conclude because Qu is bounded, Eτ Cu for some C ∈ R (by definition of u) and because of remark 2.8.
Therefore, according to the monotone convergence theorem,
since u is positive and Eτ ∈ F 1 u (X) by assumption. So, we finally get that Rf F 1
and this finishes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 2.13. Our assumptions in the definition of drift functions exactly say that if u is one, then F 1 u and E 1 u are defined, P :
are continuous and finally, R(1) ∈ F 1 u . Lemma 2.14. The operator S is continuous from F 1 u to B(X). Proof. First, we remark that S is a positive operator and that for any non negative borelian function g, Sg Qg.
Proposition 2.15. For any f ∈ E 1 u (X) and g ∈ F 1 u (X), we have
Proof. This is just a consequence of proposition 1.4 and the previous lemmas which shows that all the functions Rf , RP f , f , Qf , etc. are finite.
Remark 2.16. As Q = RS in F 1 u , Q acts on F 1 u / ker(S) and it's spectrum in F 1 u is the same as the one in F 1 u /Ker(S). So, if we can solve Rf = g − Qg in F 1 u /Ker(S) we may not solve it in F 1 u but the functions Sg and Qg will be defined anyway.
Note that, if Y is a measurable recurrent subset of X and τ is the time of first return to Y, then Ker(S) = {g ∈ F 1 u ; g = 0 on Y}.
Remark 2.17. Let f ∈ E 1 u , if there exist a bounded function g ∈ F 1 u / ker S such that g − Qg = Rf , thenĝ = Rf + Qg is well defined as we saw in the previous remark.
Moreover, it satisfiesĝ − Pĝ = f . This is a direct computation using the relations of proposition 2.15 :
This, proves that if we can solve Poisson's equation for the induced chain, we can find solutions for the original chain.
Finally, Rf + Qg ∈ F 1 u .
The next two lemmas proves that the spaces E p u and F p u are really close (in some sense) to the spaces of functions that are integrable against the stationnary measures of the original and the induced random walk.
Lemma 2.18. Let µ be a P −invariant non zero finite measure on X.
Then,
Proof. (we use the same idea as Benoist and Quint in [BQ13] Lemma 3.8)
We assume without any loss of generality that µ is a probability measure.
Then according to Chacon-Ornstein's ergodic theorem (see chapter 3 theorem 3.4 in the book of Krengel [Kre85] ), there exist a P −invariant non negative borelian function f such that |f | p dµ = f dµ and for µ−almost every x ∈ X,
And, since u(x) is finite for all x ∈ X, we get that
Lemma 2.19. Let ν be a Q−invariant non zero finite measure on X.
Proof. We use the same idea as in lemma 2.18. We assume without any loss of generality that ν is a probability measure.
Let g ∈ F p u , x ∈ X and n ∈ N ,
But, by definition of u, Eτ ∈ F 1 u and for k 1,
According to Chacon-Ornstein's ergodic theorem, there exist a Q−invariant function g such that |g| p dν = g dν and for ν−almost every x ∈ X,
As u is finite on X, we get that g
Proof. The proof is direct from lemma 2.12, 2.14 and 2.15 .
The LLN, the CLT and the LIL for martingales bounded by a Drift function
First, we extend Breiman's law of large numbers for martingales (see [Bre60] ) for measurable functions such that f 1+α ∈ E 1 u for some α > 0 Lemma 3.1. Let u be a drift function, x ∈ X, and α ∈ R + ,
Proof. This is a direct computation :
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a drift function and α ∈ R + . Then, for all f ∈ E 1 u and all x ∈ X such that u(x) is finite,
Proof. We compute
where we used lemma 3.1 to bound the first sum.
So, for any x ∈ X such that u(x) is finite,
is finite. This proves the convergence in L 1 (P x ) and to get the a.e.−one, we use Borel-Cantelli's theorem since for any ε ∈ R + ,
Proposition 3.3 (Law of large numbers for martingales). Let u be a drift function and α ∈ R + . For all f ∈ E 1+α u and all x ∈ X,
M n is a martingale of null expectation. And
And using the strong law of large numbers for martingales (see theorem 2.18 in [HH80] ), we get that 1 n M n − → 0 P x −a.e. and in L 1+α (P x ).
Using the same kind of trick, we can prove the following Lemma 3.4. Let u be a drift function and let α ∈ R + . Let g ∈ E 2+α
u and x ∈ X be such that u(x) is finite. Then, for any ε ∈ R + 1 n
Finally, there is δ ∈ R + such that
Proof. Using Markov's property and inequality, we have that,
u . and so,
And the right side of this inequality goes to 0 when n goes to infinity.
The two sums we have to bound are dominated by constants times
and, once again, using that g ∈ E 2+α u , we have that
And we conclude with lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.4 is actually the first step in the proof of the Central limit theorem and of the law of iterated logarithm for martingales as we see in next Corollary 3.5 (Central Limit Theorem and Law of the Iterated Logarithm for martingales). Let u be a drift function and α ∈ R + .
Let g ∈ E 2+α
u and x ∈ X be such that u(x) is finite.
converges in L 1 (P x ) and almost-everywhere, to some σ 2 (g, x) = 0, then
Moreover,
and lim inf
Proof. The first convergence is a straightforward consequence of Brown's central limit theorem for martingales (see [Bro71] ) since the so called Lindeberg condition holds when the space has a drift function, according to lemma 3.4. The Law of the iterated logarithm is given by corollary 4.2 and theorem 4.8 of Hall and Heyde in [HH80] since the assumptions of corollary hold according to lemma 3.4.
Remark 3.6. If g ∈ E 2+α u , lemma 3.2 proves that g(X n )/ √ n converges to 0 in L 1 (P x ) and a.e. so the previous results still holds if we look at
We will use this remark in the sequel to study functions f that can be written f = g − P g with g ∈ E 2+α u .
Application to a random walk on a half line
In this section, we apply the previous properties to a random walk on R + . Let ρ be a probability measure on R. For x 0 ∈ R + , we define the random walk (X n ) driven by ρ and starting at x 0 by (4.1)
where (Y n ) has law ρ ⊗N .
This random walk on a half-line is a model for storage systems and queueing processes. In their book [MT93] , Meyne and Tweedie study the recurrence properties of the walk and in [Lal95] , Lalley studies the return probabilities for this walk.
It is clear that if supp ρ ⊂ R − , then, for any starting point x, and ρ ⊗N −a.e. (Y n ), the walk stays at 0 after a finite number of steps. But, if ρ(R + ) > 0, then the walk is not bounded : for any M ∈ R + and any x ∈ R + , P x (sup n X n M ) = 0.
First, we have the following Proposition 4.1. Let ρ be a probability measure on R having a finite first moment. Then, if τ is the (θ−compatible) stopping time defined by
we have that for any x ∈ R + , E x τ (in particular, τ is a.e. finite).
Moreover, there is a P −invariant probability measure µ on R + and it is given, for any borelian bounded function f , by
Proof. That for any x ∈ R + , E x τ is finite comes from proposition 18.1 in [Spi64] . Let Q be the induced operator by τ and R and S be the operators associated to τ and defined by equations 1.2 and 1.1. The measure µ now writes :
So, it is a probability measure and according to 2.15 we have that for any borelian bounded function f ,
thus, the measure µ is P −invariant. (to apply proposition 2.15, we choose u(x) = E x τ since then, P u(x) = {τ 2} τ − 1 + {τ =1} τ 2 = u(x) − 1 + E 0 τ P x (τ = 1) and so, u is a drift function).
Proof. Let's compute, for x large,
(1 + u) s − 1 − su u Then, lim u→0 + ϕ(u) = 0 so we can extend ϕ by continuity at 0 and there is a constant C ∈ R + such that for any u ∈ [−1, +∞[, |ϕ(u)| C(1 + |u| s ). Thus, we have that
and for any y ∈ R, lim x→+∞ 1 ]−x,+∞] (y) yϕ( In particular, u s−1 ∈ L 1 (R + , µ).
Proof. According to the previous lemma, we have lim x→+∞ P u s (x) − u s (x) u s−1 (x) = s R ydρ(y) < 0 so, there are x 0 , ε ∈ R + such that for any x x 0 , u s (x) − P u s (x) εu s−1 (x). Now, the function εu s−1 + P u s − u s is continuous on [0, x 0 ] so it is bounded by some non negative constant that we note B s and we have that for any x ∈ R + , εu s−1 u s − P u s + B s
To find the other domination, we apply once again the previous lemma to find that (u s − P u s + B s )/u s−1 is bounded.
If s 2, as u s−1 is non negative, this also proves that u s − P u s is bounded from below. Moreover, Qu(x) = u(0) is finite, E x τ = R1(x) and 1 ∈ E us so R1 ∈ F us and this finishes the proof that u s is a drift function for s 2.
Proposition 4.4. Let ρ be a probability measure on R having a negative drift and a polynomial moment of order s for some s ∈ [1, +∞[. Then, for any f ∈ F 1 u s−1 , there is g ∈ F ∞ us such that f = g − P g + f dµ.
Proof. Using, the previous corollary, we have that any f ∈ F 1 u s−1 belong to E 1 us . Moreover, we have, according to lemma 2.12, that R continuously maps E 1 us onto F 1 us so, for any f ∈ F 1 u s−1 , Rf ∈ F 1 us . Finally, using the equations of proposition 2.15, we also have that (I d − P )Rf = f − SRf but for any x ∈ R + , SRf (x) = {τ =1}
Rf (X 1 )dP x ((X n )) = Rf (0)P x (τ = 1) = R1(0)P x (τ = 1) f dµ since, µ(f ) = Rf (0) R1(0) . So, applying this to f = f − f dµ, we get that SR f = 0, R f ∈ F 1 us and (I d −P )R f = f = f − f dµ so R f is the required solution to Poisson's equation.
Proposition 4.5. Let ρ be a probability measure on R having a finite first moment and a negative drift λ = R ydρ(y). Let α ∈ R + . If there is ε ∈ R + such that R |y| 2+α+ε dρ(y) is finite, then for any f ∈ F 1 uα and any x ∈ R + , 1 n If there is ε ∈ R + such that R |y| 4+α+ε dρ(y) then for any f ∈ E uα and any x ∈ R + , Proof. The moment assumption and proposition 4.4 proves that for any f ∈ F 1 uα , there is g ∈ F u α+1 such that f − f dµ = g − P g.
Moreover, F u α+1 ⊂ E u α+2 so, for any α ∈ R + , |g| 1+α ∈ E u (1+α )(α+2) . And this means that |g| ∈ E 1+α u (1+α )(α+2)
. Therefore, we can write n−1 k=0 f (X k ) − f dµ = g(X 0 ) − g(X n ) + n−1 k=0 g(X k+1 ) − P g(X k ) and using lemma 3.2 and 3.3, we get the first expected result if there is ε ∈ R + such that R |y| 2+α+ε dρ(y) is finite and if we choose α small enough.
